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Jataka stories (stories about the previous births of the Buddha) are very popular in Theravada
Buddhist countries, where they are found in both canonical texts and later compositions and
collections, and are commonly used in sermons, children's books, plays, poetry, temple
illustrations, rituals and festivals. Whilst at first glance many of the stories look like common
fables or folktales, Buddhist tradition tells us that the stories illustrate the gradual path to
perfection exemplified by the Buddha in his previous births, when he was a bodhisatta (buddhato-be). Jataka stories have had a long and colourful history, closely intertwined with the
development of doctrines about the Buddha, the path to buddhahood, and how Buddhists
should behave now the Buddha is no more. This book explores the shifting role of the stories in
Buddhist doctrine, practice, and creative expression, finally placing this integral Buddhist genre
back in the centre of scholarly understandings of the religion.
Explores a range of Buddhist perspectives in a distinctly American context.
First published in 1999, this study aims to develop a theoretical framework for the analysis of
livestock farming systems and their conditions of change. The framework should be generally
applicable in developing countries and make it possible to analyse livestock farming in different
agro-ecological regions. Secondly, Regina Birner applies the framework to a case study in Sri
Lanka, the ecological conditions and agrarian structure of which is an excellent setting for
studying the diverse factors influencing the action and change of livestock farming. Thirdly,
Birner contributes to improving the planning basis for livestock developing policies in
developing countries.
Vols. for 1932/33- issued in 6 parts; in 5 parts; in 2 parts.
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Karma is perhaps the most famous concept in Indian philosophy, but this is the first
comprehensive study of its various meanings and philosophical implications. Karma and
Rebirth in Classical Indian Traditions offers a harmony of approach and an underlying set of
methodological assumptions: a corpus of definitions of karma, a dialectic between abstract
theory and historical explanation, and an awareness of logical oppositions in theories of karma.
No “solution” to the paradox of karma is offered, but the volume as a whole presents a
consistent and encompassing approach to the many different, often conflicting, Indian
statements of the problem. Broad in scope and richly detailed, this book demonstrates the
impossibility of speaking of “the theory of karma” and supplies the basis for further study.
Exploring methodological issues arising in the study of a non-Western system of soteriology
and rebirth, the contributors question the interaction of medical and philosophical models of the
human body, the incorporation of philosophical theories into practical religions with which they
are logically incompatible, and the problem of historical reconstruction of a complex theory of
human life. This title is part of UC Press’s Voices Revived program, which commemorates
University of California Press’s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give
them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes
high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand
technology. This title was originally published in 1980.
The essays in this book range from historical to biographical, archetypal and formalist, often in
combination. All the essays, however, take a new look at the question of women and literature,
with an awareness of working in an atmosphere of change.
Narrative poem on life of Buddha.
This collection of writings presents contemporary views on the integration of Buddhism in the
West. Over the past few decades Buddhism has deepened its presence in the West and as a
result teachings and practices are becoming integrated with those of Western psychology in a
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more productive way. The decline of mechanism and positivism offers new opportunities to
bring together Western Buddhist views of the mind and its relationship to its surroundings.
Written by psychologists and scholars, the essays discuss many of the difficult questions
raised by Buddhism’s increased presence. In particular the issue of the balance between
authenticity and accessibility is examined. Buddhist traditions are often perceived as
inaccessible and too firmly fixed to a cultural framework with some people, especially women,
left feeling alienated and undervalued. However, by responding to this by attempting to
synthesise Buddhism with the values of contemporary culture can lead to doubts about
authenticity and dilution. Examining these issues and many more, the contributors seek to
bring Buddhism into a realistic and informed relationship with contemporary Western thought.
History of agriculture in Sri Lanka, from earliest times to 1500 A.D.
This is the first book to examine war and violence in Sri Lanka through the lens of crosscultural studies on just-war tradition and theory. In a study that is textual, historical and
anthropological, it is argued that the ongoing Sinhala-Tamil conflict is in actual practice often
justified by a resort to religious stories that allow for war when Buddhism is in peril. Though
Buddhism is commonly assumed to be a religion that never allows for war, this study suggests
otherwise, thereby bringing Buddhism into the ethical dialogue on religion and war. Without a
realistic consideration of just-war thinking in contemporary Sri Lanka, it will remain impossible
to understand the power of religion there to create both peace and war.
By providing an annotated translation of, and applying the methods of literary criticism to, a firstcentury account of the life of the saint Purna, this study introduces the reader to the richness
and complexity of an essential Buddhist genre.
This eight-volume set brings together seminal papers in Buddhist studies from a vast range of
academic disciplines published over the last forty years. With a new introduction by the editor,
this collection is a unique and unrivalled research resource for both student and scholar.
Coverage includes: - Buddhist origins; early history of Buddhism in South and Southeast Asia early Buddhist Schools and Doctrinal History; Theravada Doctrine - the Origins and nature of
Mahayana Buddhism; some Mahayana religious topics - Abhidharma and Madhyamaka Yogacara, the Epistemological tradition, and Tathagatagarbha - Tantric Buddhism (Including
China and Japan); Buddhism in Nepal and Tibet - Buddhism in South and Southeast Asia, and
- Buddhism in China, East Asia, and Japan.
On the ancient system of Buddhist education and learning centers for Buddhist monks in Sri
Lanka.

Extensively revised and updated, this book provides a comprehensive overview of the
development of Buddhism in Asia and the West.
This indispensable volume is a lucid and faithful account of the Buddha’s teachings.
“For years,” says the Journal of the Buddhist Society, “the newcomer to Buddhism has
lacked a simple and reliable introduction to the complexities of the subject. Dr.
Rahula’s What the Buddha Taught fills the need as only could be done by one having
a firm grasp of the vast material to be sifted. It is a model of what a book should be that
is addressed first of all to ‘the educated and intelligent reader.’ Authoritative and clear,
logical and sober, this study is as comprehensive as it is masterly.” This edition
contains a selection of illustrative texts from the Suttas and the Dhammapada (specially
translated by the author), sixteen illustrations, and a bibliography, glossary, and index.
EDITORS’ INTRODUCTION BACKGROUND We are experiencing an unprecedented
period where wide ranging and disruptive major global change is taking place around
us. In this context, the theme of Mindful Leadership and Sustainable Development
provides a point of reference and pathway for understanding the contemporary chaotic
situations. These disruptive changes challenge our understanding and meaning of
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humanity and truly question whether or not, we are able to live in a society where
justice, equality, peace, and prosperity abound. In the Buddhist light, a focus is placed
on understanding the Buddhist teachings to develop solutions for dealing with these
wide-ranging problems. Both the scope of change and the response from a Buddhist
approach are core to the content of this volume. It is of paramount importance that any
investigation and development of solutions for the changes taking place, require
guidance from the Buddhist philosophy. As a starting point for discussion, an initial
focus is placed on providing a thorough and critical understanding of the character and
context of change. In doing so, we also seek to clarify and outline the nature of a
Buddhist approach. In completing this review, it is productive to see that given the
complex issues being dealt with, the papers do generate different frameworks and
viewpoints within the broad term of “approach.” The frameworks based on the
Buddha´s teachings are not fully fixed and agreed upon by all. Therefore, our term
“approach” refers to a set of arrangements and viewpoints that act to inspire further
discussion and development. Given the above context, this volume is a collection of
conference papers presented and published for the panel on the first sub-theme of
UNDV 2019 on Mindful Leadership for Sustainable Peace on 13 May 2019 at the Tam
Chuc International Convention Center, Ha Nam, Vietnam. The panel commemorates
the occasion of the 16th United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations 2019. Through the
contributions of participants and their papers at this workshop, this volume provides a
diverse and rich range of thinking and wisdom rather than more traditional mainstream
thinking or conventional wisdom. Treating the Buddha’s teachings as a basic
theoretical reconstruction, we examine the relationships between societies and
Buddhism. We combine the analyses of the conflicts, trends and dynamics affecting
future global development with focused studies on a range of policy areas for improving
societies. In the Buddhist light, our two most crucial aims in this period of disruption are
to greatly increase the influence and impact of Buddhism as our foremost duty; and that
the Buddhist responsibility contributes to creating a new foundation for Mindful
Leadership and Sustainable Development.
Includes authors, titles, subjects.
Interviews with scientific leaders focus on the challenges, promises, and perils of
science and technology.

Argues that, in a post 9/11 world, only a global ethic—a relatively specific set of
shared ethical principles—will ultimately be sufficient to support the positive,
unifying and harmonizing forces operating in the world today. Original.
About the life of Buddha
This book brings together the most important suttas from the Pali Canon and
extracts from the commentaries dealing with anapanasati—the meditative practice
of mindfulness of breathing Anapanasati or “mindfulness of breathing” was the
method of meditation that the Buddha himself used to attain enlightenment, and
during his long teaching career he often stressed its importance to his disciples.
In the living Buddhist tradition mindfulness of breathing is regarded as the “root”
meditation subject, the basis for all other approaches to meditation as well as a
self-sufficient system that covers the entire range of practice for gaining calm and
insight. The present book is an anthology of all the important source material
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from the Pali Canon and Commentaries on this core system of meditation. The
book includes the famous Anapanasati Sutta, the Discourse on Mindfulness of
Breathing (Majjhima Nikaya Sutta 118); the commentary on this sutta (including a
substantial passage from the Visuddhimagga); an analytical treatise from the
canonical Patisambhidamagga; and a selection of suttas from the Pali Canon. All
this material has been rendered into lucid English by Bhikkhu Nyanamoli, one of
the foremost translators of Pali Buddhist texts in our age.
Constituting CommunitiesTheravada Buddhism and the Religious Cultures of
South and Southeast AsiaSUNY Press
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